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Magnetic ordering

Ferromagnetism

Ferrimagnetism

Antiferromagnetism

Helimagnetism

All ordered magnetic states 
have excitations called 
magnons



Ferrimagnets

Magnetite Fe3O4
(Magneteisen)

Ferrites MO.Fe2O3

M = Fe, Zn, Cd, Ni, Cu, 
Co, Mg

Spinel crystal structure XY2O4

8 tetrahedral sites A (surrounded by 4 O)   5B 

16 octahedral sites B (surrounded by 6 O)   9B 

per unit cell

Two sublattices A and B.
MgAl2O4



Ferrimagnets

Magnetite Fe3O4

Ferrites MO.Fe2O3

M = Fe, Zn, Cd, Ni, 
Cu, Co, Mg

Exchange integrals JAA, JAB, and 
JBB are all negative (antiparallel 
preferred)

|JAB| > |JAA|,|JBB|

Magnetite 



Ferrimagnetism
gauss = 10-4 T
oersted = 10-4/4×10-7 A/m

Kittel
D. Gignoux, magnetic 
properties of Metallic 
systems



At low temperatures, below the Neel temperature TN, the 
spins are aligned antiparallel and the macroscopic 
magnetization is zero.

Spin ordering can be observed by neutron scattering. 

At high temperature antiferromagnets become 
paramagnetic. The macroscopic magnetization is zero and 
the spins are disordered in zero field.  

Antiferromagnetism

Negative exchange energy JAB < 0.
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Antiferromagnetism

Average spontaneous magnetization is zero at all temperatures.

Source: Kittel



from Kittel



Applications of magnetism

Hard magnets: permanent magnets, motors, generators, 
microphones

Soft magnets: transformers

Magnetic recording



Magnetic domains (weisssche Bezirke )

Magnetic energy density
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Costs energy to introduce domain 
walls where spin up regions are 
adjacent to spin down regions. 





Irreproducible jump between c and d.

Ferromagnetic domains

Weak fields: favorable domains expand
Strong fields: domains rotate to align with field



Magnetizing a magnet

Weak fields: favorable domains expand
Strong fields: domains rotate to align with field



Hysteresis
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Area of the loop is proportional to energy dissipated in traversing the loop.
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Remnant magnetization

Coercive field M H
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Anisotropy energy

easy axis

hard axis

Spin-orbit coupling couples the 
shape of  the wavefunction to the 
spin. The exchange energy 
depends on the overlap of the 
wavefunctions and thus on spin 
direction. 



Bloch wall
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energy of two spins

energy of a line of spins
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neglecting the constant part

energy is lower if the Bloch wall is wide

energy per unit area 
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a is the lattice constant



Bloch wall
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N ~ 300 for iron
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Na = thickness of wall

smaller for large N

Anisotropy energy depends on the number of spins pointing in the hard direction

KNa

anisotropy constant J/m3

Total energy per unit area:

smaller for small N



Soft magnetic materials

Coercive field

Remnant Field
soft magnets

transformers
magnetic shielding
ferrites have low eddy current losses
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Single domain particles

Small 10 - 100 nm particles have single domains. 

Elongated particles have the magnetization along the long 
axis. M

Single domains are used for magnetic recording. Long 
crystals can be magnetized in either of the two directions 
along the long axis. 

Shape anisotropy. 



Hard magnets

Grains too small to contain Bloch walls must be flipped entirely by the field.

Alnico: 8-12% Al, 15-26% Ni, 5-24% Co, up to 6% Cu, up to 1% Ti, rest is Fe 



Coercive field

Remnant Field

hard magnets
Magnet Br (T) Hci (kA/m) (BH)max (kJ/m3) Tc (°C)

Nd2Fe14B (sintered) 1.0–1.4 750–2000 200–440 310–400

Nd2Fe14B (bonded) 0.6–0.7 600–1200 60–100 310–400

SmCo5 (sintered) 0.8–1.1 600–2000 120–200 720

Sm(Co,Fe,Cu,Zr)7
(sintered) 0.9–1.15 450–1300 150–240 800

Alnico (sintered) 0.6–1.4 275 10–88 700–860

Permanent magnets, magnetron, 
motors, generators
ferrites can also be hard magnets

Hard magnetic materials

Defects are introduced to pin the Bloch walls in a hard magnet.


